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LINN SEKRIT



Year 2000 Compliance

Linn has used all reasonable endeavours to ensure
that the software in the products manufactured by it 
is capable of normal operation before, during and after 
1 January 2000 and in respect of past, present and 
future dates without replacement, alteration or upgrade
(“Year 2000 Compliant”). Linn, however, gives no express
warranties, representations or undertakings and to the
maximum extent permitted hereby excludes any terms,
warranties, representations or undertakings implied by
law to that effect. Linn cannot give any warranties, 
representations or undertakings that non Linn software is
or will be Year 2000 Compliant or that Linn’s software 
will be Year 2000 Compliant if used in conjunction with
non Linn products, systems or software. The Purchaser,
Installer, Retailer or Distributor will be solely responsible
for ensuring that Linn’s software will be Year 2000
Compliant when used in conjunction with such non 
Linn software, systems or products and for any failure if 
it is not Year 2000 Compliant in such circumstances.
Except to the extent implied by law and which by law 
cannot be excluded, Linn shall not be liable to any party
for any costs, claims, losses (including indirect and 
consequential losses) or liabilities arising from the failure
of Linn’s software to be Year 2000 Compliant if used in
conjunction with non Linn products, systems or software.
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POSITIONING

ENERAL INFORMATION If you have chosen to install your
SEKRITs yourself, follow the detailed INSTALLATION
MANUAL supplied with your loudspeakers. If you have any

problems, please ask your Linn retailer to help.  Linn retailers and
their staff have been extensively trained to ensure that they have the
knowledge and expertise to get the best possible sound from our
equipment, so it makes sense for you to call on this skill whenever you
need it.

GRILLES

The SEKRIT is fitted with a perforated steel grille designed to have
the minimum influence on sound quality. The grille and outside frame
of the front baffle can be spray painted to a colour of your choosing
whilst using the cardboard cover to protect the drive units. For full
instructions consult the INSTALLATION MANUAL. The grille is removed
by  prising it off with a sharp implement inserted into one edge. Once
removed, take care not to touch the drive units - in particular the
small high frequency unit - or permanent damage will result.
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